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Battery-Powered Robotic Pool Cleaner
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DOLPHIN M5 LIBERTY

Unique Battery-powered robotic pool cleaner recommended for pools up to 
15m in length that are irregularly shaped and/or have in-pool obstacles, such 
as islands, pillars and bridges.
Features integrated gyro.
Cleans pool floor, walls and waterline.

With cordless, battery-powered operation, Dolphin M5 LIBerty expertly 
cleans pools that no other robot can handle. Enjoy:

Proven, reliable performance powered by a Lithium Ion Battery (LIB).
Outstanding cleaning efficiency and effectiveness, without intervention.
Super-easy, safe operation and maintenance.
Fast and easy recharging.
The freedom of a cordless cleaner.

Dolphin M5 LIBerty features and benefits:
Scrubs, brushes, vacuums and filters the entire pool.
Advanced scanning program ensures optimal pool coverage, with entire-pool 
cleaning in 1.5 hours or less.
Integrated gyro further enhances scanning efficiency, precision and 
maneuverability.
Obstacle escape mechanism enables continual, intervention-free operation.
Battery charger provides fast and easy charging in just 3 hours.
Remote control with selectable cleaning programs and manual navigation. 
Unique, built-in battery compartment inside the motor unit minimizes weight 
and simplifies operation.
Dual-active brushing delivers top-of-the-line cleaning performance. 
Intensive removal of algae and bacteria leaves pool water pure and clean, 
significantly reducing the need for chemicals.
Top-access filtration compartment for easy and convenient maintenance. 
Dual-level filtration system covers all pool conditions. Ultra-fine cartridge for 
day-to-day cleaning collects fine dust particles. Wide-mesh net collects leaves 
and rough debris.
Wireless remote control, with choice of cleaning programs, operation delay 
and manual navigation. 
Easy, fully DIY (including motor unit) maintenance. repairable at the dealer level.

Dolphin M5 LIBerty Specifications:

Cycle time 1 / 1:15 / 1:30 hours

Weight 13.2kg

Suction rate 17m3 per hour

Motor unit voltage 24 VDC

Charger Digital switch-mode charger

IP 54

Output less than 30 VDC

Warranty - 36 months on all parts except the battery; 24 months on the battery.
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